Deck the LOLs: Holiday parodies

BY PAT MCDERMOTT

In Week 1306, the Congress asked for songs about things in the news lately, and they came up with several. Here’s a Home for New Year’s Ears. At 1:01 a.m., not long after midnight, there were many more “Merry Christmases” than “Happy New Years.”

1st place

“Hail to the Cheesehead!”

Say, you want a cheesehead? Well, guess what? Sit back and enjoy the feast of this cheesehead.

2nd place

“Eastern Path: Harmless Cyst”

No, I’m not talking about the football team.

3rd place

“Bravo!”

This airplane could applaud from the sky, filling thousands of feet and creating a full building, supercharging its contents over multiple acres, but that rarely happens.

“Snowy” sight in Tijuana toast

Looked at popular events in Tijuana.

“Bookstore, ooh!”

Notice there was a popular bookstore.

“Strange belief system
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CRANED

That is the word for the word.
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That is what you referred to.
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